RC paraglider event MVC Columbia Boxmeer (Netherlands).
On Saturday and Sunday , September the 21th and 22th MVC Columbia is hosting an RC Paraglider
event at our model airfield in Boxmeer.
This weekend is intended for anyone wo is already flying with RC paragliders and for those who want
to learn everything about it.
This meeting is intent for any brand or make, whether you are flying with homemade wings, bought
ones or RC paragliders from prehistoric times.
Everyone is welcome, having fun is our motto.
The only limits are respecting our house rules, an maximum flight weight of 25 kg and and a
maximum noise level of 80 dB (A) measured on 7 mtr.
Enjoying flying together, talk about RC Paragliding etc.
Everybody who needs support or has questions about RC paragliding is welcome.
We have a limited 240V power source available.
Program:
Friday 20-09-2019:
Our club site opens from 13.00 hour.
Flying is possible until dawn.
Dinner for this evening should be arranged by yourself (within 1 km is a traditional Dutch fast food
restaurant).
Saturday 21-09-2019:
If there are enough subscriptions we can arrange an breakfast buffet on site starting at 8.30 hour.
The day starts with a welcome and briefing at 10.00 hour.
After that flying for the whole day.
Helping each other and people wo need information about RC paragliding.
During the day there is coffee, cake, (alcohol free) drinks and hamburgers from the grill.
Dinner is starting at 18.00 hours.
After dinner we go back for some night flying.
Sunday 22-09-2019:
The day starts with an breakfast buffet on our site at 8.30 hour.
At 10.00 hour there is a briefing.
After that flying for the whole day.
Helping each other and people wo need information about RC paragliding.
During the day there is Coffee, cake, (alcohol free) drinks and hamburgers from the grill.
The event officially closing at 14.00 hours.
For those who want to fly even more, it is possible until dawn.
After 14.00 hours our site is open for “normal” model airplanes also.
Safety:
Our club has a maximum flight sector must not be exceeded. During the briefing there is some
explanation about it.
Participants must have a liability insurance that also covers model flying.
Instructions given by the flight controller should be followed punctually.
Everyone is expected to fly in a safe behavior.
Not complying with our house rules may lead to exclusion from further participation of the event.

Registration:
It would be nice when participants are signing up ahead, so that we can buy well enough coffee, cake
and so on.
Breakfast and dinner:
If there are enough participants there will be an breakfast buffet at Saturday morning at 8.30 hours.
Saturday evening will have an dinner buffet starting at 18.00 hours.
Sunday morning at 8.30 hours there will be a breakfast buffet also.
Breakfast is costing € 6.50 per breakfast/person.
Dinner is costing € 11.00 /person.
For those who want to participate in the breakfast and dinner buffets, an registration and payment in
advance is necessary.
You can register by sending an email to p.versleijen@rc-ppg.com with an indication for which part of
breakfast and dinner you want to take part of.
Your registration will be accepted after a conformation from our side which will include details for
payment.
Travel directions:
Driving on the highway A73 take the exit Boxmeer and turn into the direction Boxmeer.
Almost immediately after the flyover (about 60 meters behind it) turn left with a 180 ° turn and go
back under the flyover on the secondary road.
Ignore the signs with "only for local traffic" (Bestemmingsverkeer).
After the second traffic light, turn right on the "Waterleidingstraat".
From the exit of the highway to our airstrip the route is signposted with orange indicators.
GPS coordinates N 51° 38'46 " E 5° 54'16"

Cancelations:
Because an event like this is very depending on the weather we reserve the right to cancel this event
in the case of a bad weather forecast.
The judgement for this decision will be made on Wednesday 18-09-2019.
Participants who have registered will get a personal message is case of the cancelation.
In case of a cancelation we will adjust our information on our website and other fora.
Overnight stays:
Camping:
From Friday afternoon (after 13.00 hours) our site is open for campers.
We have a limited number of places available, the rule here is: no reservations in advance.
Within 500 meters there is a small campsite equipped with good comfort (showers, toilets).
Information:
Camping de Esrand
Noordkant 34
5845 EW Sint Anthonis
+31(0)485-383088
www.deesrand.nl
informatie@deesrand.nl
Within close distance there are several hotels and B&B’s:
Hotels:
Hotel de Baronie
Spoorstraat 74
5831 CM Boxmeer
+31(0)485-571345
www.debaronieboxmeer.nl
info@hoteldebaronie.nl

Hotel Riche
Steenstraat 51
5831 JB Boxmeer
+31(0)485-578222
www.riche.nl
Info@riche.nl

Hotel ’t Vertrek
Stationsweg 12
5831 CR Boxmeer
+31(0)485-577017
www.tvertrek.nl
info@tvertrek.nl

B&B:
Stippentse hoeve
Dorpsstraat 45
5846 AB Ledeacler
+31(0)485-471485
www.stippentsehoeve.nl
info@stippentsehoeve.nl

Koks & Co
Lactariaweg 13a
5844AH Stevensbeek
+31(0)613488636
www.koksenco.com
info@koksenco.com

B&B Happy-Dees
Noordkant 19
5845 EX St. Anthonis
+31(0)485-321267
www.happy-dees.com
info@happy-dees.com

Important addresses and telephone numbers:
Emergency call (police, Ambulance and fire brigade)
112
Not for retrieving your models out of a tree!!
First aid post at the Hospital Boxmeer
Dokter Kopstraat 1
5835 DV Beugen
+31(0)485-845000
General Practitioner (not for urgent medical help)
0900-8880
Dokter Kopstraat 1
5835 DV Beugen
(In the same building as the hospital)
Pharmacy:
Alphega Apotheek Beugense weg
Beugense weg 11-A
5831 LP Boxmeer
+31(0)485-575566
We are looking forward to a nice weekend and wishes everybody who will attend us a pleasant stay.
With regards,
The Organizing Comity from MVC Columbia
Boxmeer.

